
May News Brief

This monthly news brief presents a 
summary of the regulatory updates 
announced by the Saudi Standards, 
Metrology and Quality Organization 

(SASO). As we are keen to keep you 
informed with all news and updates 

regarding the Saudi market.

May 2022

SASO adopts a number of technical regulations

The Technical Council of the GSO adopts (680) Gulf Standards and 
Technical Regulations

SASO organizes the 8th the National Quality Conference 

The GSO Celebrates World Metrology Day 2022

The Gulf Technical Council holds the meeting (52) the with the participation 
of the heads of the GCC standardization bodies 

“Letabka” advises cleaning the air filter of the air conditioners once every 
two weeks

“Letabka”: Choosing the "green level" in the air conditioners contributes to 
saving energy consumption

The Official Gazette published the decision of the Saudi Standards, Metrology and 
Quality Organization to adopt a number of technical regulations, including the 
technical regulations for Escalators and Moving Walks, and the technical 
regulations for Strollers and child car seats. 

The Technical Council of the GCC Standardization Organization adopted new Gulf 
standards for a number of goods and products that amounted to (653) Gulf 
standards. The Council also approved the adoption of (27) draft Gulf technical 
regulations and recommended submitting them to the Ministerial Committee for 
Standardization Affairs for adoption as Gulf technical regulations.

The Saudi Standards, Metrology and Quality Organization (SASO), under the 
auspices of the Minister of Commerce and Chairman of the Board of Directors of 
the Saudi Standards, Metrology and Quality Organization, Dr. Majid bin Abdullah 
Al-Qasabi, organizes the 8th National Quality Conference, from 6 to 8 June 2022, 
at the King Salman International Convention Center in Madinah.

The GCC Standardization Organization (GSO) and other similar bodies and 
institutions in the world celebrated World Metrology Day, which falls on 20 May 
each year, and this year comes under the slogan "Metrology in the digital age".

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia hosted the meeting of the Technical Council of the 
52nd Gulf Cooperation Council Standardization Organization, with the participation 
of the heads of the standardization bodies of the Member States. The delegation of 
the Kingdom was headed by the Governor of the Saudi Standards, Metrology and 
Quality Organization, Dr. Saad bin Othman Al-Qasabi.

The National Energy Saving Campaign (Letabka) advised cleaning the air filter of 
the air conditioners once every two weeks, on a regular basis.

The Saudi Energy Efficiency Center recommended citizens and residents check 
the "energy efficiency label" before purchasing air conditioners, and understand 
their meanings and implications, as they contain information useful to the 
consumer, which helps make the decision to buy the appropriate device, and also 
recommended choosing the green level in the "energy efficiency label" as it is the 
most energy-efficient. 
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